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Abstract

The invention of the internet was a milestone of marketing. At the first decade of 21st century, it influenced marketing

significantly and the world started discussing new terms in the field such as social network marketing. This study

illustrates how companies commercialize the social networks and launch the new era of marketing. Rather than paid

media, advertising on social media platforms allows to spread the message from user to user as a trusted, third-party

source. This word of mouth marketing fosters brand awareness and allows companies to interact with consumers directly.

Furthermore, this personal interaction lets brands reach their target effectively.
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Figure 2 illustrates the utilization of

Facebook around the globe. It has the

number one spot in 127 out of 136

countries. In November 2011, it had 850

million users (Figure 3) which means the

network includes roughly 10 percent of

the world’s population. In the U.S.

approximately 149 million people use

Facebook. “Using population estimates

from the U.S. Census Bureau for 2011,

there are roughly 260 million individuals

in the U.S. over the age of 13 and

therefore eligible to create a Facebook

account. Within the U.S., the Facebook

According to socialcommercetoday.com, definition of social commerce is [1]

“A subset of electronic commerce that involves using social media, online

media that supports social interaction and user contributions, to assist in the

online buying and selling of products and services”. It existed for more than a

decade and now, gone to the next rung. F-commerce is not a revolution but a

significant discovery. Rather than building a network on a marketing platform,

Facebook built a marketing platform on the world’s largest social network [2].

This upside-down strategy transforms its existing users an unbeatable attractive

database.Figure 1: F-commerce as a subset of Social commerce
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Conclusions

F-commerce is now turning “like” to “buy”. According to the statistics of 2011, more than two million local businesses have pages on Facebook. These

developments on social marketing, not only creates a new platform to the marketers, but also give chance to small businesses to become more visible and reachable.

Moreover, customers can contact to companies and provide feedbacks more conveniently. Facebook, as a growing social network platform, will lead the social

commerce and probably the other growing platforms such as Twitter and LinkedIn will follow it in a near future.

account. Within the U.S., the Facebook

social network therefore includes more

than half the eligible population. This

subpopulation had 15.9 billion edges, so

the average U.S. user was friends with

around 214 other U.S. users [3].”

F-commerce gives marketers countless advantages. The biggest advantage is

recommendation. Most likely customers prefer to buy items that suggested from

the others. It encourages customers to buy the product that already tested by

his/her friends. Furthermore, in some markets such as fashion, customers steer

the others. In this point of view, Levi’s lists the jeans that liked by person’s

friends on user’s personal Facebook. It also gives brand a great visibility. People

can share their purchases. An active Facebook user has 99 friends averagely,

which means a purchase will be seen by 99 other prospective customers. It also

gives an easy targeting opportunity to the marketers.

Figure 3: Facebook Users in Million [3]

Figure 4: Cause-and-Effect Diagram

Figure 2: World Map of Social Networks (Dec 2011) [2]
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Figure 5: Facebook Shopcade Screenshot

Facebook allows users to experience shopping without redirecting to another website. Since

2010 Pantene and Pampers are selling samples direct to consumers inside Facebook. Delta

Airlines offers a flight booking engine within Facebook. Even some brands released special

editions with special discounts for Facebook buyers. Furthermore, Shopcade shopping

application enhances the shopping perspective (Figure 5). Inside the app, consumers can create

their own ‘Shopcades’ - a dynamic list of their favorite products they want to share with their

friends via their networks. Shopcade aggregates the product data and shows, in real-time, what

products are trending among friends and the community, even providing suggestions for other

relevant products they may be interested in, based on their Facebook ”likes.” [4]


